Assessment of the possibility to classify patients according to cholesterol guideline screening criteria using routinely recorded electronic patient record data.
Computerised decision support systems (CDSS) can be categorised as either being inquisitive or non-inquisitive. The non-inquisitive system uses routinely entered electronic patient data, to generate patient specific feedback based on guidelines. The Dutch College of General Practitioners' (DCGP) cholesterol guideline classifies patients into risk groups, eligible for screening. The availability of sufficient routinely recorded electronic patient data to classify patients according to the DCGP cholesterol guideline is unknown. To assess whether it is possible to classify patients according to the screening criteria of the DCGP cholesterol guideline, using data routinely recorded by general practitioners. We analysed the DCGP cholesterol guideline to identify selection criteria for screening. These selection criteria were subsequently used to create a cohort of patient records eligible for screening in the Integrated Primary Care Information (IPCI) Database. We calculated incidence and prevalence of risk factors and selected patient records for active management according to the identified screening selection criteria. 145866 valid patient records were selected for classification. In the retrieved records 9741 (13.6%) males and 5756 (7.8%) females were identified for active management according to the selection criteria of the DCGP cholesterol guideline. The classification of patients into risk groups, eligible for screening, according to the criteria of the DCGP cholesterol guideline using routinely recorded electronic patient data is feasible. Care should be taken when using only diagnostic codes, as it gives higher than expected incidence and prevalence of risk factors. Based on these findings we are currently building Cholgate, a non-inquisitive decision support system for cholesterol management.